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CRISTALL LINE FOR FLAX SEEDS
LINEA CRISTALL AI SEMI DI LINO

  LIQUID CRYSTALS IN FLAX SEEDS 
Cosmetic beauty treatment for hair -action laminating polish.
 package  : bottles with dispenser 30, 60 and 100 ml. 

  CRISTALL SHAMPOO FOR FLAX SEEDS pH 6.5 
Shampoo for cosmetic restructuring action and polish. Wash hair gently returning the
proteins and vitamins necessary for their natural beauty and vitality.
 package  : 250 ml bottle. 

  CRISTALL SMOOTH EFFECT CREAM 
Cream crystals linseed with a smooth, ideal for making smooth styling on all hair types,
making them bright and beautiful. Its restructuring action laminating and polishing protects
the hair from the brush and hair dryer, returning proteins and vitamins necessary for their
natural vitality.
 package  : 200 ml bottle. 

  CRISTALL MILK FRIZZY 
Ideal for a moisturizing and a quick and safe anti-frizz effect. Precious extracts of flaxseed
characterize the fluid is great for styling that care ; indispensable for the hair very curly and
hard to manage the volume in dry, windy days. Lightweight and quick drying is particularly
suitable for fine hair and for daily use on dry hair is dry or wet hair.
 package  : 150 ml bottle. 

  CRISTALL MOUSSE FLAX SEEDS 
Cosmetic beauty treatment for hair, acting highly restructuring, laminating and polishing. It
nourishes the hair restoring protein and vitamins necessary for their natural beauty and
vitality.
 package  : bottle of 200 ml. 

  CRISTALL GEL TO GLAZE FLAX SEEDS 
Its fluid and light texture makes a great shine to the hair and a lasting wet effect is not fat :
it gives a strong support, allowing you to create complex hairstyles without weighing it
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down. Particularly suitable for realizing Bright hairstyles with medium and short cuts, and
design accentuates the movement of the locks. Contains UVA and UVB sunscreen.
 package  : 250 ml bottle. 
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